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Context

● Human Rights Act 1998
● (Scotland Act 1998)
● Data Protection Act 1998
● Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000
● Telecommunications (Lawful Business Practice) 

(Interception of Communications) Regulations 
2000

● Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002



   

Data Protection Act 1998

● Replaced 1984 version
● Covers processing of “personal data”

– “Personal data means data which relate to a 
living individual who can be identified

● (a) from those data, or
● (b) from those data and other information which is in 

the possession of, or is likely to come into the 
possession of, the data controller ...”

● Also covers “sensitive personal data”
● Gives right of access to data subjects



   

DPA: What you have to do

● Purpose must be registered
– Fortunately the University has done that 

centrally
● Must be in accordance with “Data 

Protection Principles” (DPA Schedule 1)
● Must meet one of the “Schedule 2” 

conditions
● A few exemptions

– but assume they don’t apply!



   

Data Protection Principles

● Essentially...
– Meets a “Schedule 2” condition
– Obtained lawfully
– Adequate, relevant, not excessive, accurate
– Not kept for longer than necessary
– Rights of data subjects
– Measures against unauthorized or unlawful 

processing, and accidental loss, damage or 
destruction

– Not to be transferred outside EEA, unless various 
conditions met



   

DPA: Schedule 2 conditions

● Consent
● Contract
● Legal obligation
● Protect vital interests of subject
● Justice, enactment, public function
● Legitimate interests of data controller



   

DPA: Sensitive personal data

● Race, politics, trades-unions, medical, 
sexual, offences or proceedings

● Must meet “Schedule 3” condition
– Unlikely we could do so

● Therefore, avoid logging anything which 
might be “sensitive”!



   

Logging and the DPA

● It’s quite likely that logs will capture 
personal data

● If so, must be done in accordance with the 
Principles (Schedule 1) and meet one of the 
Schedule 2 conditions

● For each service:
– Is it logging any personal data?
– If it is, are the Principles and conditions met?
– Are access and integrity mechanisms in place?



   

Regulation of Investigatory 
Powers Act 2000

● Controls, inter alia, making “some or all of the 
contents of the communication available, while 
being transmitted, to a person other than the 
sender or the intended recipient of the 
communication.”  (aka “interception”)
– Definitions are convoluted!

● Interception must be “authorized”
● Limited exclusion for “traffic data” - amounts to 

headers, addressing and routing information.
– Can identify a server but not a web site or page.



   

§3(3) and T(LBP)(IoC)R 2000

● When is interception OK?
● Connected with provision or operation of 

service (§3(3) of RIPA)
– but must be interpreted tightly

● Telecommunications (Lawful Business 
Practice) (Interception of Communications) 
Regulations 2000
– Various defined purposes
– Notification



   

T(LBP)(IoC)R 2000

● Allows for interception for some purposes:
– monitoring or recording

● to establish facts
● to ascertain regulatory compliance or demonstrate 

standards
● national security, prevent or detect crime
● investigate unauthorised use
● secure effective system operation

– determine whether business or personal
● Must make reasonable efforts to inform that it’s 

happening
– University mails out to everyone every so often



   

Logging and the RIP Act

● Much logging is likely to be “interception”
● Must therefore be “authorized” by Act or 

Regulations
● For each service:

– Is interception taking place?
– If it is, is it done for an appropriate reason?



   

Requirements are orthogonal

● Statutory requirements are orthogonal to 
each other:
– if personal data, must satisfy DPA
– if interception, must satisfy RIPA
– requirements of both must be satisfied, as 

appropriate



   

Freedom of Information 
(Scotland) Act 2002

● Doesn’t constrain what we log
● However, logs may be requested

– subject to exemptions
– but can’t just withhold entire log
– may have to excerpt or edit



   

Retention

● Currently no statutory requirement for log 
retention

● No requirement to collect data beyond that 
for normal operational purposes

● However, retention periods must be 
reasonable - personal data must not be 
kept longer than necessary (Principle 5)

● For traceability, LINX suggest at least 3 
months but no longer than 6 months



   

Mirrors, backups and archives

● Some aspects fairly clear:
– The existence (or otherwise) of a mirror, backup 

or archive doesn’t affect whether interception 
has or hasn’t taken place

– For FoI(S) purposes, the Scottish Information 
Commissioner takes the view that an item is 
effectively “no longer held” if only an IT 
specialist can get it back

● Some aspects unfortunately rather less so:
– Anything where the DPA is involved...



   

DPA and archived data

● ICO guidelines (B.5.21 on p.79) indicate 
that an archived record is still “held”
– so all data subject’s rights still apply, including

● access
● object to processing that causes damage or distress
● inaccurate data corrected or destroyed
● compensation for damage caused by breach of DPA



   

DPA: archives vs. backups

● We should still observe retention periods 
for archived logs
– hard to see how to do this, other than by just 

not archiving logs in the first place!
● For subject access, we don’t have to go to 

old versions if they’re going to be changed 
automatically anyway (C.1.17 on p.127)
– so can rely on mirrors and backups just rolling
– can’t just change something and say the other 

version was an old one
– doesn’t apply to archives, of course



   

Example: network traffic

● Switch counters for all ports logged to rrd 
files every 5 minutes

● Personal data: some files indexed by port 
label or office number

● Doesn’t intercept anything
● Consolidated daily/weekly/monthly
● Access via netmon web pages



   

Example: nameservers

● All queries are logged with datestamps
● Logs rotate after a couple of hours 

(typically)
● Logs indexed by IP address

– so contain some personal data
– so must treat entire log appropriately

● Only traffic data - no interception
● Requires root access on nameservers



   

Example: cosign

● Logs cookie requests
● logrotate rolls them out after 5 weeks
● Personal data: usernames with datestamps
● Interception: §3(3) - used to operate 

service and debug problems
– Doesn’t imply OK to use for other purposes

● Access only via login to servers



   

Example: sendmail

● Logs messages as they are queued and as 
they are delivered to relays

● Rolled after 5 weeks
● Personal data: senders and recipients
● Interception: traffic data only
● Logs are currently 0644 - breach of 

Principle 7 (unauthorised processing)
● (Mail relays may log differently)



   

So...

● Justification for interception or processing 
personal data must be borne in mind.

● Can’t just take an existing log and use it 
for some other purpose.
– Each case must be assessed on its own merits.

● Just passing raw data on is “processing”
● Anonymising may be necessary (but may 

not be sufficient).



   

Recommendations

● We should have a (written) policy on logging and 
retention, to include:
– service managers to ensure that logging is documented
– service managers to check for DPA compliance; where 

personal data are logged a justification should be 
provided

– service managers to check for RIPA compliance; where 
interception takes place a justification should be 
provided

– service managers to ensure that retention periods are 
appropriate

– service managers to ensure access and integrity 
mechanisms are appropriate



   

“For further study”

● Use the service catalogue?
● A central loghost does look as though it 

would be a good thing to implement 
(devproj #155).

● What do we do about self-managed 
services?

● What about backups?  Any policy on 
backups and archiving should pay explicit 
attention to DPA, RIPA and FoI issues.


